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Fig 4.1.2. Initial ground floor layout plan.



28 Fig 4.2.1. CABE design presentation.

4 . 2  C A B E  D E S I G N  R E V I E W

The design team held a number of internal design review meetings 

to discuss development of the project and any emerging 

strategies moving forward. It is a technique that quickly and 

robustly tests all possibilities and finishes leaving only the most 

valuable. At which stage, the previous design was broken up into 

three separate buildings. This scheme consisted of the following; 

Amount:    84 apartments

Blocks:                   3 buildings

Scale:     6/7-storeys

Parking:                   84 spaces (1:1 ratio)

Communal Amenity:   1450 sqm

Specialist consultants were commissioned and their detailed 

analysis and recommendations were taken into consideration. 

Given the constraints associated with the site, and following 

several previous design attempts, the planners recommended 

we presented the scheme to CABE Design Review on the 2nd 

August 2017 for comment and suggestions for improvement. 

Although we received some positive feedback, concerns were 

also raised relating to building height and dominance of vehicle 

parking / lack of positive frontages at ground floor. 

Throughout this document there are sections providing detailed 

explanations on how these concerns raised by the design review 

panel have been amended during the design process leading up 

to the current application.
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plot 24
3bed/5p
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NEIGHBOURING ASPECT 
DIRECTED AWAY FROM 
DEVELOPMENT SITE

DESIRED 
ASPECT

Fig 4.2.2. Evolution of ground floor layout.



Previous Application - Withdrawn

Date: 11/04/2018

The previous proposal consists of the following; 

• 22no. 1bed/2person apartment

• 45no. 2bed/4person apartment

• 7no. 3bed/5person apartment 

The proposal consisted of 3no. separate housing blocks. Block 

A ties the existing building, which will be rebuilt as part of the 

proposal, with an angular extension leading residents and visitors 

into the site. 

Block B consists of two elements. The first being a ‘town-house’ 

arrangement, facing over the access road and adjacent bowls 

club beyond. The second element consists of a mansion block, 

following the build-lines and fenestration of the neighbouring 

development along Woodcroft Close. 

Block C is a similar mansion block, with a smaller arm extension 

overlooking the pedestrian access leading to Southend Crescent. 

Conclusions

Given the sites distinct location and building height precedents 

surrounding the application site, consideration into the storey 

height of the proposed buildings. 

By looking at the adjacent site sections, it is evident that the 

proposal could be considered overbearing and that future 

designs should consider the immediate built context of the site.

30

4 . 3  P R E V I O U S  A P P L I C A T I O N

Fig 4.3.1. Previous application - elevations.



31 Fig 4.3.2. Previous application - site layout plan.
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4 . 4  O F F I C E R ’ S  R E S P O N S E

Response Summary

• Officer’s support the principle of mixed-use redevelopment, 

but have identified a requirement to for a minimum of 1,000 

sqm commercial space to be re-provided, to match the existing 

buildings on site. 

• However, there is only 750 sqm of existing usable commercial 

space with the remainder in a state of dereliction. Therefore, 

there is only 350 sqm between the Council and applicant. 

• Layout, parking and access strategy have been all deemed to 

work. 

• Officers have requested a reduction in scale, but the 

consequence of reduced number of dwellings is an undeliverable 

scheme. 

• While Officers wish to see an increased provision of commercial 

space, the applicant’s evidence within Savills’ report demonstrates 

there is no demand for this provision of workspace. 

• GEB do not require any more space than the 4,000 sq.ft 

proposed. 

 

Existing Proposal

2 employed staff

30-50 employed staff

Commercial Residential AmenityCommercial Hardstanding
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Brownfield Site 

The thrust of national and local planning 

policy encourages efficient use of previously 

developed land in sustainable locations, such 

as this.

London Design Guidance
All homes are dual-aspect where possible and 

well ventilated with flexible open-plan layouts 

and private balconies.

Economy 
Additional residents will boost vitality within 

the local community, strengthen existing 

businesses and sustain local leisure amenities.

Vehicle Movements 
The existing B8 industrial/storage use if 

optimised could bring with it HGV movements 

through the town. However,  the nature of 

housing within a sustainable location such 

as this, residents of the development will not 

require as many car movements creating a 

safer High Street.

“115 economically active residents estimated to live 
on the new development, plus 30-50 employees.”

Public Transport Links 
Bus stops are located within close proximity 

to the site. Eltham Railway Station is only a 

6-minute cycle.

Local Amenities 
Avery Hill Park is only an easy  13-minute walk 

or 4-minute cycle.

Local Facilities 
St. Thomas Moor and Greenwich University are 

both within an easy  10-minute walk.

Sustainable Location 
Local amenities and shops along the High 

Street are within an easy 2-minute walk.

• Any further reduction in the number of dwellings to provide 

additional commercial space would not generate a site value that 

would meet the site owner’s requirements, while able to deliver 

the site for affordable housing. 

• This site is close to becoming a missed opportunity to support 

GEB and Clarion to support affordable housing and workspace 

within the Borough.

• The landowner will be leaving the site regardless and will 

eventually lease the site to open-storage operators that have 

shown interest, which does not achieve policy targets. In contrast, 

Clarion’s proposal will: 

1. Optimising use of Previously Developed Land for housing 

2. Deliver affordable homes 

3. Locate housing in sustainable locations 

4. Optimise the level of employment from the site by a 

substantially increasing the number of people employed at the 

site, including economically active residents. 

 

Affordable Homes
Intention to deliver 70 affordable homes, 

comprising of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments. 

Affordable Workspace
Upto 4,000 sq.ft of  workspace for local people. 
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4 . 5  N E W  D E S I G N  A P P R O A C H

Having considered the CABE design review, previous pre-

application meetings and the last design, we have taken a fresh 

approach to the site, paying particular attention to the scale and 

mass of the design.

Scale and Height 

The proposal has reduced the storey height from 5-storyes to 

4-storeys to appear in-keeping with the surrounding built context 

as shown in the below site section. 

The copyright i n all designs, drawings, schedules,
specifications and any other documentation prepared by DAP
Architecture Ltd. i n relation t o this project shall r emain the
property of DAP Architecture Ltd. and must not be reissued,
loaned or copied without prior written consent.

Do not scale from this drawing, use figured dimensions only.

Prefer larger scale drawings.

All dimensions are in millimeters (mm) unless otherwise noted.

Check all relevant dimensions, lines and levels on site before
proceeding with the work.

This drawing i s to b e read i n conjunction with all Architect's
drawings, schedules and specifications, and all relevant
consultants and/or specialists' information r elating t o the
project. Refer all discrepancies to DAP Architecture Ltd.

GENERAL NOTES

A R C H I T E C T U R E  L T D
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MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT

AS PROPOSED ILLUSTRATIVE 
SITE-SECTION

QUANTA HOMES

ELTHAM HIGH STREET
GREENWICH

LONDON
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RIBA STAGE 2: SCHEME DESIGN
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AS PROPOSED: KEY PLAN

MIXED-USE SCHEME: 4,000 SQ.FT COMMERCIAL SPACE + 68NO. APARTMENTS

260 ELTHAM HIGH STREET

Min. 18m

Windows to 
bedrooms and 
corridors only. 

Residential Property:
3-6 Woodcroft Close

Neighbouring Property:
7 Woodcroft Close

Neighbouring Property:
30-34 Southend Crescent

Shared Surface AmenityBlock CBlock B

Materiality

Considered the material palette of the surrounding context and 

integrated a new material mix that includes multiple brick colours 

and a grey cladded top floor.

Green Infrastructure

Incorporating green roofs into the design to utilise the flat roof 

areas. A green buffer has been proposed along the eastern 

boundary to reduce the visual impact upon neighbouring 

residents.

Massing

Reduction to the scale of the proposed buildings, breaking up the 

mass and built form across the site. A simple design form allows 

increased green space to surround the buildings to residential 

amenity, social interaction and play areas.

Accessibility

Due to the central location of the site, the focus of the design 

approach has been to maximise the promotion of cycling for 

the residents of the site. The proposal offers a greatly increased 

number of cycle spaces to allow quick access to and from Eltham 

High Street, Eltham Station and the local parks surrounding the 

site.

Fig 4.5.1. Illustrative site-section. 
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35 Fig 4.5.2. Sketch illustration of developed design.
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4 . 6  D E S I G N  T Y P O L O G Y

Building form

In order to minimise visual impact upon neighbouring outlook, 

we propose a variety of contemporary flat roof built forms set at 

various locations across the site. 

Stepping the height of each block creates a dynamic and 

interesting street-scape, with the tallest heights located within 

the centre of the site, stepping down to lower heights adjacent 

to boundaries. 

Materiality 

Traditional yellow London stock brick appears to be the prevailing 

material within Eltham and throughout Greenwich.  

Adding metal cladding upon the top floors aims to further reduce 

the visual impact of our proposal while creating a contemporary 

design element. Matching RAL colour to all external windows 

and doors with the cladding material creates a cohesive design. 

Similar apartments examples can be found along Eltham High 

Street and Southend Crescent where brick is used for the first 

3-storeys and the top floor uses a metal cladding. Our proposal 

has considered the residential schemes within the immediate 

context within our design development.

Fig 4.6.1. Illustrative examples of the proposed building form.



5 . 0   P R O P O S A L
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5 . 1  L A Y O U T

Use

The application site has an area of 0.46H. 

The proposal consists of 380 sqm of commercial space and 

67no. residential apartments with a density equalling 146 units 

per hectare.

The proposal consists of the following mix: (35% affordable)

• 34no. One bed/ Two person apartments

• 27no. Two bed/ Four person apartments

• 6no. Three bed/ Five person apartments

The commercial uses include;

• B1 - 230 sqm

• B1 - 150 sqm (Duplex unit)

For a full breakdown, please refer to DAP’s accompanying 

accommodation schedule. 

Layout 

Proposal seeks to make efficient use of a brownfield site by 

establishing clear, legible and permeable layout. The proposed 

arrangement enhances the character of the site and sits 

comfortably within surrounding context. 

The site will offer high-quality commercial space which will 

be easily accessible for both staff + visitors. The orientation 

of blocks ensures adequate levels of daylight + privacy whilst 

minimising impact of the neighbouring properties. The proposal 

offers multiple areas of amenity and public realm space for social 

interaction between residents.

Amenity 

The proposed development offers amenity gardens and play 

areas for residents to enjoy. These spaces are located throughout 

the site close to the residential spaces. Open-space provision for 

community interaction equates to 1,516 sqm.

In addition to the amenity spaces on ground floor, each 

apartment benefits from their own private terrace or balcony. 

This private amenity is a minimum of 5 sqm for a one bedroom/

two person with an additional 1sqm of private space provided for 

each additional bed-space as per local planning policy. 

Amount 

• 380 sqm commercial floor-space

• 67 dwellings

• 3/4-storey heights 

• 113no. total cycle spaces

• 1500+ sqm landscaped communal amenity space

• 5+sqm of private amenity space for every apartment

The proposal has been developed through a continuous process 

of consideration and refinement and this has been assisted 

through meetings with the Local Authority, input from technical 

consultants  and a previous planning application, all in the lead 

up to this submission. Commercial spaces inhabit the ground 

floor space along Eltham High Street to create an active frontage 

to the street scene. 



39 Fig. 5.1.1. Proposed site layout + roof plan.
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5 . 2  I N T E R N A L  L A Y O U T

Residential Mix (35% Affordable)

• 37no.  1bed/2person  (51%) 

• 27no.                2bed/4person                     (40%)

• 6no.                3bed/5person                     (9%)

  Total :    67 dwellings 

All apartment sizes accord with the minimum dwelling and room 

sizes as set out within the London Housing Design Guide. Detailed 

floor plans demonstrate the apartments accommodate the 

recommended furniture, access and activity space requirements 

relating to the level of occupancy. 

10% of all apartments have been specifically designed in 

accordance with ‘Appendix 3 - Wheelchair Accessible Housing.’ 

These units have been provided in blocks B,C and D on ground, 

first and second floors, with adequately sized passenger lifts, 

corridors and door sizes provided to make these apartments as 

easily accessible by residents and visitors as possible.

Internal layouts have been thoughtfully arranged and orientated 

to maximise the outlook to each room. Full-height panoramic 

windows frame views whilst allowing encouraging the collection 

of natural daylight therefore minimising the requirement for 

mechanical and electrical energy use. 

M4(3) Wheelchair Housing (10%) 

The London Plan seeks to ensure that 10% of all new housing to 

be wheelchair accessible or easily adaptable for residents who 

are wheelchair users.

The current proposal provides 7no. wheelchair units which have 

been fully integrated within the scheme and have been designed 

in accordance with ‘Greenwich Wheelchair Site Brief 2012’ and 

the Mayor of London’s ‘Wheelchair Accessible Housing Best 

Practice Guidance.’ 

The proposal incorporates 7no. wheelchair designed units of the 

following mix:

• 7no. Two bedroom / 3person (70 sqm)

An allocated disabled parking bay has been provided for each 

wheelchair unit. 

Internal Planning:  

• Show how efficient circulation will enable a wheelchair user to 

turn 180° at the front door, and approach and turn through all 

doorways and around corners and approach built-in cupboards.

• Show how dedicated space within the dwelling will enable 

a wheelchair user to manoeuvre and transfer to a second 

wheelchair, leaving the other wheelchair on charge without 

interfering with circulation space.

• Indicate that all doors open beyond 90° where practicable to 

achieve effective clear width of opening without excessive door 

width. 

Kitchens and living rooms

• Demonstrate the relationship or differentiation of living and 

dining areas, kitchen and circulation, taking account of household 

type, dwelling size and likely living patterns, ensuring ease of 

wheelchair movement and providing some flexibility of use.

• Ensure that living areas can be satisfactorily furnished, and 

accommodate wheelchair movement, including access to 

windows and external doors.

• Show how wheelchair users can conveniently use kitchens 

without major adaptation; minimise the need for excessive 

movement between kitchen functions, i.e. L- or U-shaped (rather 

than linear) layouts and with convenient access to dining area. 

Bedrooms

• Indicate a direct connection between a main bedroom and 

bathroom.

• A furniture layout should show how a wheelchair user can enter 

and leave bedrooms easily, access both sides of a double bed 

or one side of a single bed, turn and manoeuvre to approach all 

furniture and operate window controls.



Fig. 5.2.2. Proposed floor plans - Block B.
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5 . 3  S C A L E  +  S E T T I N G

Up to 3-storey

Up to 4-storey

Scale

• With good design, the unique site provides a great 

opportunity for higher density development which will also 

increase its visual interest

• Thoughtful planning of the proposed layout and massing 

to make efficient use of the site whilst respecting the 

surrounding built context and allowing multiple elements of 

amenity space

• Scale, form and massing to sensitively respect views from 

surrounding natural waterside environment

• Built form has been carefully considered and positioned on 

the site, stepping from 3-storeys along Eltham High Street 

up to 4-storeys within the centre of the site 

• Block A aims to provide a suitable step in scale from the 

historic properties along Eltham High Street and the new 

development. 

• Existing mature trees surrounding the perimeter of the 

site will retained, while additional landscaping will further 

provide natural screening on shared boundaries with 

residential properties.

Fig. 6.3.1. Proposed storey-heights plan.

B

B

A
A

Up to 2-storey

Up to 1-storey

C

C
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Illustrative site-section A-A

Illustrative site-section B-B

Illustrative site-section C-C

Fig. 5.3.2. Proposed street-scenes.
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5 . 4  P A R K I N G  P R O V I S I O N

Site Access

• Existing site access to be retained as the sole vehicular 

access point

• Pedestrian access points are  proposed to the east of the site 

along Southend Crescent and to the west from Woodcroft 

Close

• Adequate turning area for refuse/emergency/serving 

vehicles is proposed near the centre of the site

Accessibility

• Site’s sustainable location close to public transport links

• The proposal aims to encourage walking and cycling by 

providing over the minimum required cycle provision for the 

site

• Multiple pedestrian access points onto the site

Parking Provision 

• Disabled parking bays accord with Part M4(3) 

• Secure resident parking adjacent to blocks B,C and D

• Visitor commercial parking is easily accessible upon entrance 

into the site

• All parking bays to have electric charging points

• Direct pedestrian route to existing bus stop along Southend 

Crescent

The scheme proposal provides; 

Residential parking   7

 7no. fixed Disabled Parking  

Commercial parking                  2

Total parking    9
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Commercial 
parking

Commercial visitor

Residential parking

Core access

Existing bus stop

Vehicle site 
access

Fig. 5.4.1. Proposed parking layout.

Disabled  
parking

Cycle stores
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Shorter Route Longer Route Key

Jousting Times: 
A 20 minute cycle ride

This short circular ride starts at Mottingham 
rail station, travels through Fairy Hill Park and 
passes Eltham Palace.

 
Total distance cycled: 3.1 miles / 5 km

Bikeability Level: 1 / 2

A 40 minute cycle ride through Eltham 
Park South

Starting from Mottingham rail station, this ride 
passes through two parks and some quite long 
traffi c free sections. Features include the Tarn 
Bird Sanctuary, Eltham Park and the Well Hall 
Pleasaunce Tudor Barn and gardens.

 
Total distance cycled:  6.1 miles / 9.89 km

Bikeability Level:  1 / 2

  Start Point

 Schools /  
 Important  
 Buildings

 Open Spaces

 Woodland

 River / Water

 GP Surgeries

 Thames Footpath

 Green Chain Walk

 Railway Line

  London Cycle 
Network 

 Shorter Route

 Longer Route

S

Tell us what 
you think. 

Tell us what you think 
of the ‘Greenwich Get  
Cycling’ maps and we’ll send  
you a FREE ‘I love my Bike’ bike bell 
or a reflective slap band (while stocks last).

Complete our short survey at:

http://greenwichhealthyliving.nhs.uk/8484/ 
active-travel-cycling/
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5 . 5  C Y C L E  P R O V I S I O N

Cycling

Due to the site’s location, emphasis has been placed on promoting 

the use of cycling rather then the use of vehicles, aimed to reduce 

carbon emissions and promote a healthy lifestyle within its urban 

setting.

The proposal encourages cycling and offers generous residential 

and visitor cycle parking within the site. Also using ‘Sheffield’ 

cycle spaces along the internal shared surface and other 

convenient locations, nearby all residential blocks.

Sheltered residential cycle storage has been thoughtfully 

integrated within the proposal, with an area to the east of Block 

dedicated to providing double tiered cycle storage which will be 

enclosed in semi-enclosed cycle shelters. The area in which the 

cycle storage is proposed will itself be secured by gated fences 

that will be operated by residents only. 

The site is located along the cycle routes put forward by 

Greenwich Council. The two cycle routes: the shorter walk is a 

20-minute cycle ride. This short circular ride starts at Mottingham 

rail station, travels through Fairy Hill Park and passes Eltham 

Palace. 

The longer route starts from Mottingham rail station, this ride 

passes through two parks and some quite long traffic free 

sections. Features include the Tarn Bird Sanctuary, Eltham Park 

and the Well Hall Pleasaunce Tudor Barn and gardens.

Cycle Spaces

Residential               109no.

Commercial             4no.

Total                        113no.

Fig. 6.5.1. Local cycle network plan.

The Site
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With a predominant rise in cycling both to school and the
work place but with space becoming more and more limited,
Broxap has reinvented two-tier cycle parking and introduced
the new and improved ‘Hi-Rise’ Two Tier Cycle Parking System.

This high density two-tier rack system houses twice as many cy-
cles as traditional racks. The innovative ‘easy lift-pull-lower’ slid-
ing ‘trough’ in the upper parking areas allows the user to
deposit and retrieve their cycle with ease. 

The system is modular and so flexible it can be used within
Hubs, underground or multi-story car parks and even the base-
ments of flats/apartments or student accommodation..

The success of the “Hi-Rise” has led to further enhancements
to the system which can now incorporate a gas-strut mecha-
nism that reduces the lifting weight by 6-7kg’s. We call this ver-
sion the “Easi-RiserTM”

We also have a series of cycle shelters specifically designed
to accommodate our Hi-Rise system as well as dedicated
cycle hubs to create large scale secure cycle parking with a
reduced footprint.

For simple space saving options we have a range of innova-
tive racks and stands designed to suit areas where space is
of a premium and thus maximise your cycle parking capacity.

BXMW/WARHI Wardale Hi-Rise shelter at an Aerospace Company in Derbyshire.

BXMW/HI-RISE Two Tier Parking at University of West England

BX/MW/HI-RISE Two Tier Cycle Storage Solution
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** Dimensions shown are our stan-
dard recommendations.

If reduced Centres on the
upper/lower levels are required, or
a reduced overall height, then this
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Please contact a member of our
sales team to discuss your require-
ments

telephone: 01782 571660  email: shelters@broxap.com  web: broxap.com/cycle-park- 000
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nsBX/MW/AP/HI-RISE Apollo Hi-Rise Shelter (developed specifically to accommodate the BXMW/HI-RISE)

BXMW/AP/HI-RISE Apollo Hi-Rise Shelter at Didcot Interchange.

47 Fig 5.5.2. Proposed communal cycle stores.
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Boundary Treatment

The boundary treatment to all sides of the application has been 

considered to minimise the impact to the neighbouring plots. An 

effort has been made to retain an appropriate distance to the 

properties along Southend Crescent. 

Throughout the design development, a conscious effort to 

reduce the potential for overlooking with the neighbouring 

properties surrounding the site have been integrated  by using 

several methods; 

5 . 6  B O U N D A R I E S

1. Building Height: The overall building heights have been 

reduced since the previous proposal from 5 stories to 4 stories. 

The building elements of 4-stories have been located to the 

centre of the site where by the natural vegetation of the site can 

screen these apartments. 

2. Existing and Proposed Screening: Furthermore, the existing 

large, mature trees along the eastern and southern boundaries 

offers natural screening for both the proposed residential 

apartments and the existing properties.

3. Fenestration Design: To further avoid direct overlooking, 

angled windows are proposed along the boundary elevations. 

These windows allow light into the living spaces and also provides 

the existing residents minimal overlooking into their plots.

4. Distance: Finally, the overall distances between the proposed 

apartment blocks and the neighbouring properties is 14m at its 

closest point, with most apartment blocks being approximately 

17m away from the nearest property.

Fig 5.6.1. Boundary treatment planting examples



Proposed Block C No. 32 Southend Crescent
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Proposed Block B

Fig 5.6.2. Proposed site-section illustrating boundaries. 
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Privacy

The extensive design process leading towards this current 

application has steered the layout towards an intimate mews style 

development, creating a safe place to live with a strong sense of 

community. As recommended by ‘Secured by Design,’ all built 

frontages facing over access routes provide passive overlooking 

in the form of full-height windows and private balconies. 

Although this inward-looking approach works well for this site 

and has been proven to reduce crime, it is important residents’ 

privacy is respected. London Housing Design Guide recommends 

a minimum of 18m separation distance between homes. However, 

this standard guidance limits the number and type of housing 

upon sustainable constrained sites such as this. 

In response, we have thoughtfully configured the internal 

apartment layouts and created innovative design solutions to 

minimise the potential for overlooking between dwellings within 

and surrounding our site. Habitable rooms have been staggered 

to avoid direct inter-looking within the development, while 

windows upon external facing elevations have been splayed to 

safeguard the privacy of neighbouring gardens. 

Architectural details, such as 1.8m high obscured glazed privacy 

screens and deep profiled metal balustrades provide an additional 

sense of privacy to residents using their private balconies. 

Balcony Balustrades
One such application of carefully thought out design solutions 

are the provision of deep plan balustrading to encompass 

private amenity balconies. This balustrade design means that 

when the balcony is viewed from an oblique angle, the view 

through them is reduced due to the increased flat surface profile 

of the balustrade, this feature combined with the staggering of 

habitable rooms between blocks means the possibility of inter-

looking is reduced. 

5 . 7  P R I V A C Y

Fig 5.7.1. Innovative privacy design solutions.
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